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This paper shows a non-destructive visualization of the absorption of microwave filed by a graphite periodic structure. The visualization system was
a thermo-elastic optical indicator microscope. The article presents the interaction of the electromagnetic field with graphite cylindrical cells of periodicity
and shows the distribution of the electromagnetic field over the graphite cells.
Depending on the distance between the periodic structure of graphite and the
microwave source, the electromagnetic field distribution and absorption rate
were different. The visualization was performed using a microwave signal with
a frequency of 11 GHz and a maximum power of 35 dBm.
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Introduction. There is a lot of sophisticated research on the development of
broadband microwave absorbers for military and civilian purposes that have good
absorption properties over a wide frequency range with a physically thinner coating.
Particularly in military applications, where radar absorbing materials (RAM) are
commonly used in stealth technology to hide an object from radar detection. RAM is
coated on the object so that the electrical and magnetic properties can be modified to
increase the absorption of microwave energy [1–4].
Following the recent studies of materials with high microwave absorption rates,
graphite was chosen as a coating layer for an object to hide from radars due to its
superior conductive properties and relaxation losses. There is a lot of research studies
related to the utilization of graphite as a microwave absorber, and due to that great
interest,in this article the interaction between the periodic structure of graphite and
the electromagnetic (EM) field was visualized using a thermoelastic optical indicator
microscope (TEOIM). Periodic structures are effective for absorbing microwave fields,
therefore, in this article, the material under study was chosen as a cylindrical periodic
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graphite cellular structure embedded in organic glass [5–7]. This visualization method
makes it possible to more vividly demonstrate the interaction of graphite with an EM
field, which allows to understand and evaluate the absorption phenomena of graphite.
In this paper, we investigate the phenomenon of absorption of microwave
fields in the graphite periodic structure and show the images of that distribution for
different distances of EM source from graphite periodic structure. The measurements
have shown that the EM fields are concentrated on each cell of graphite due to the
microwave absorption properties of graphite. In the setup it was used ITO (indium tin
oxide), which is an indicator of magnetic fields, therefore, only magnetic (H) fields
(microwave absorption of graphite) are visualized in the article. The simulations were
performed by Comsol Multiphysics and simulation results were consistent with the
experimental results. This unique method of visualization may be an important and
informative tool in the field of RAM research.
Materials and Methods. The schematic image of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 1a. The optical indicator (OI) was the glass substrate coated by a
100 nm ITO thin film for heat absorption. A microwave signal was generated by a
synthesized sweeper R and Sc SMA100B at the frequency of 11 GHz at zero power,
and then amplified up to 35 dBm by a power amplifier Mini Circuits ZVE-3W-183+.
The generated microwave signal was transmitted by a rectangular waveguide Pasternak
WR-90 and interacted with the ITO thin absorbing layer placed in front of the waveguide. The frequency 11 GHz was chosen as the optimal frequency according to the
waveguide effectivity, and this frequency is also in the X-band, which is in the range
of interests of the RAM [8]. To reduce the noise level and increase the light reflection,
a ceramic plate with 1 mm thickness was placed between the waveguide and optical
indicator. With this adjustment, we get a uniform and monochrome view in the visible
area of the camera. This method utilized optical components such as a light-emitting
source, circular and linear polarizers, λ /4 wave-plate, and CCD camera. TEOIM
setup is based on the polarized light microscope system. Tthe articles [9, 10] precisely
describe the working principle of TEOIM setup numerically and theoretically, as well
as the principle of software application.
Fig. 1b shows the material under test (MUT), which included an organic
glass plate with a thickness of 0.3 cm and graphite powder. The graphite powder was
condensed and placed inside the cylindrical gaps. The diameter, thickness, and distance
from each other of each graphite cell were 0.5 cm, 0.3 cm, and 1 cm, respectively. The
influence of organic glass on the EM fields could be neglected due to its dielectric
properties. When the experiment was carried out with MUT, the EM filed interacted
directly with periodic graphite cells and indirectly with ITO glass. The graphite cells
absorbed the EM fields and transfered microwave energy into heat energy which was
concentrated in each cell of graphite [11]. The heated cells acted on the ITO glass and
due to the thermoelasticity effect, we were able to register this in the CCD camera and
derive the final figurative pictures.
In general, microwave absorption can be described by the following equation
1
P = σ [E]2 + π f ε0 ε̇r [E 2 ] + π f µ0 µ̇r [H 2 ],
(1)
2
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic illustration of visualization system; b) the graphite cylydrical periodic
structure (MUT); c) the simulation model in COMSOL.

where E is the electric field amplitude; H – the magnetic field amplitude; σ – the
electrical conductivity; f – microwave frequency; (ε̇r ) – the imaginary part of the
relative permittivity; (µ̇r ) – the imaginary part of relative permeability. The first,
second, and third terms on the right side of Eq. (1) describe the Joule, dielectric, and
magnetic losses, respectively [11].
In Fig. 1c it is shown a simulation model by Comsol Multiphysics. In the simulation process, the cylindrical dotes of graphite were chosen 5 × 5 (in the experiment
3/3) for a more clear demonstration. In the simulation, the dielectric property of the
graphite powder was chosen from the article [12], where the dielectric properties of
graphite were set in the range from 1 to 10 GHz.
Results and Discussion. Fig. 3 shows the microwave magnetic field distribution at 11 GHz without (a, c) and with (b, d) MUT, where the distance between
microwave source and optical indicator was 6 mm (a, b) and 17 mm (c, d).
As seen from Fig. 2a and 2b, the main form of the magnetic field distribution
changed with a change in the distance between the radiation source to the optical
indicator from 6 mm to 17 mm. We can also see that the intensity of magnetic field
distribution became weaker with increasing the distance between the microwave source
and optical indicator. When placing MUT, the microwave magnetic field distribution
was mainly changed, as shown in Fig. 2b and 2d. Microwave fields interact with
graphite cells and are absorbed by them. It is seen from the experimental data that
microwave fields were concentrated in each graphite cell. As seen from Fig. 2b and 2d,
the central graphite cell has a hight intensity, which is explained by the correspondence
between the waveguide center and graphite cell. When the microwave source was
placed at a far distance (17 mm, Fig. 2d), the microwave field intensity became weaker,
and this tendency showed that with increasing distance to the emitted source, the
distribution of the magnetic field at the MUT would become uniform, which is an
important fact for RAM technology. When the absorption becomes homogenous,
the graphite periodic structure can substitute for the graphite layer in preparation for
RAMs.
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Fig. 2. The microwave magnetic field distribution at 11 GHz without (a, c) and with (b, d)
MUT, where the distance between microwave source and optical indicator was 6 mm (a, b)
and 17 mm (c, d).

Fig. 3. The simulation result of microwave electromagnetic field distribution at 6 mm distance
for free field (a, b) and with MUT (c, d), and at 17 mm distance for free field (e, f) and with
MUT (g, h).

Fig. 3 shows the results of simulation of the electromagnetic field distribution
of the microwave range when the microwave source and the optical indicator were
located at a distance of 6 mm (a, b, c, d) and 17 mm (e, f, g, h), respectively.
Fig. 3 (a, b, e, f) shows the simulation results of electromagnetic field distribution without MUT (free field), and this clearly shows the abatement of the intensity of
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the free electromagnetic field with a change in the distance between the microwave
source and the optical indicator from 6 mm to 17 mm. Fig. 3 (c, d, g, h) shows the
simulation electromagnetic field distribution with MUT, from where we can see the
decrease in intensity when the distance of the microwave source and optical indicator
changes from 6 mm to 17 mm. As shown in the real experiment, the simulation results
also show that by placing the microwave field in the far distance the electromagnetic
field distribution becomes more homogenous. Note that in simulation the graphite
powders cells array was made by 5 × 5 to derive more descriptive results.
Simulations were performed by Comsol Multiphysics to observe the average
distribution of the EM field of the MUT as a function of graphite cell thickness, period
(distance between cell centers), and radius. The simulation revealed cell thicknesses
of 0.3 cm, 0.5 cm, and 0.7 cm.
The simulation results for the average intensity of the electric field were
536 V /m, 625 V /m and 690 V /m, and of the magnetic field were 1.83 A/m, 1.56 A/m,
and 1.33 A/m, for the thicknesses of 0.3 cm, 0.5 cm, and 0.7 cm , respectively. During
the simulation, the period of the cells changed from 0.3 cm to 0.7 cm with a step
of 0.2 cm, the average electric field intensity was 568 V /m, 536 V /m, and 508 V /m
respectively, and a magnetic field intensity was 1.70 A/m, 1.83 A/m, 1.96 A/m, respectively. Finally, the cell radii of 0.15 cm, 0.25 cm, and 0.35 cm were observed,
the average intensity of the electric field was 618 V /m, 536 V /m, and 419 V /m,
and magnetic field intensity was 1.93 A/m, 1.83 A/m, and 1.57 A/m, respectively.
The simulation results showed that with an increase in the thickness of the graphite
cells, the average intensity of the electric field increased, while the magnetic field
intensity decreased. When the period of the graphite cells was increased, the average
electric field intensity showed a decreasing behavior, while the average magnetic field
intensity increased. As the cell radius increased, the mean electric and magnetic fields
intensities began to exhibit decreasing behavior.
Conclusion. The microwave absorption in the graphite periodic structure was
visualized by the non-contact and non-destructive TEOIM visualization technique.
According to the experimental results, we found out that the microwave absorption
intensity varies greatly depending on the distance between the graphite periodic
structure and radiation source. The total image of the microwave field distribution of
the graphite powders cells became more homogenous when microwave sources were
placed at a far distance. TEOIM exhibits great potential, including high resolution,
high sensitivity, and fast inspection for visualization of microwave absorption of
periodic structural material such as graphite. This technique can be an important tool
in the field of RAM research.
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L. DABA YAN
MIKROALIQAYIN TIROWYOWM GRAFITI PARBERAKAN HAMAKARGI
KLANMAN ARTAPATKEROWM JERMAA AGAKAN PTIKAKAN
MANRADITAKI MIJOCOV

Axatanqowm nerkayacva  mikroaliqayin tirowyowm grafiti
parberakan hamakargi klanman anhpowm artapatkerowm jermalastik ptikakan manraditaki gnowyamb: Nerkayacva  lektramagnisakan dati oxazdecowyown grafiti glana parberakan bjijneri
het cowyc  trva lektramagnisakan dati baxowm grafiti bjijneri vra: Kaxva grafiti parberakan kaowcvaqi` mikroaliqayin abyowric owneca heavorowyownic, lektramagnisakan dati baxvaowyownner klanman intensivowyownner tarber en: Artapatkerowm
irakanacvel  11 GHz haaxowyamb 35 dBm hzorowyamb mikroaliqayin
azdanani depqowm:

Л. ОДАБАШЯН
ВИЗУАЛИЗАЦИЯ МИКРОВОЛНОВОГО ПОГЛОЩЕНИЯ ГРАФИТОВОЙ
ПЕРИОДИЧЕСКОЙ СИСТЕМЫ С ПОМОЩЬЮ ТЕРМОУПРУГОГО
ОПТИЧЕСКОГО МИКРОСКОПА

В работе представлена неразрушающая визуализация поглощения
микроволнового поля периодической структурой графита с помошью термоупругий оптический микроскопа. В статье представлено взаимодействие
электромагнитного поля с графитовыми цилиндрическими ячейками и
показано распределение электромагнитного поля по графитовым ячейкам.
В зависимости от удаленности периодической структуры графита от микроволнового источника распределение и интенсивность поглощения электромагнитного поля были разными. Визуализация производилась с помощью микроволнового сигнала с частотой 11 GHz и максимальной мощностью 35 dBm.

